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Meeting Thursday
The Bennett lioniemaeers will
how weir regular meeting today (Thursday) at 10:30 a. m.
in inc home oi...hirs. le C. Croft
eitn Mrs. Li. A. iiairington sa
co- hostess.

PUBLIC INVITED TO
HiAR LECTURE ON
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
•

Ralph Wagers Of
Chicago To Speak
Here March 22nd

MIL WAGERS

The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory

Volume Tweity-Fivi

!so column today. Bead the
story of or. 1.›. L. Junes and you
can are what 1 have peen doing
au i week. more nate.

NEWr......„

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, March 15, 1966
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Dr. David L. Jones NameS As
Citizen of the Year In Dinner
Honoring His Long Service

Minstrel Planned
With 100 Young
People In Cast
are
li ummin'—Banjos strummin'. It's Minstrel time again
for the Cub Scouts of Pack 40
in The Twin-Cities. RehearsaLs
are being held almost every day
on some part of the new up-tothe-minute show which is to be
presented in the Carr Auditorium, April the lith and 10th.
The 30 voice Chorus is made
up of Cubs who are in their !
second or third year of scouting
and is being directed by Vyron
Mitchell. a veteran of Minstrel
shows in Fulton and Paris. It is
the opinion of those who have
been listening to the chorus
practicing for the past three,
weeks that this will be the
"'invest. swingiest" group of
Cubs ever presented in the.
chorus.
Some of the outstanding apecialties will be under the able
direction
of
Miss
Rosemary •
Peterson, local dance instructor,
who has made such a fine con- ,
tribution to the Cub Minstrel .
for the past three years.
WWI over 100 young people
participating, this eagerly
awaited event requires the full
cooperation of the , entire Cub
Pack as well as many people
who give liberally of their time
and efforts, who are not in any
way connected with the Cubbing
Program.
Be prepared to buy a ticket
for the entue family when the
euhs approach you on Saturday. March 24, the day the
ticket \sale will begin You will
be rewarded with a full even:ng's entertainment and the
knowledge that you are helping
to pay the expenses for the annual Camping trip for the "Busy
Little Boys In Blue."

Dr. David Lonzo Jones, a practicing, physician in Fulton for nearly 50 years was selected as the Citizen of
the Year by the Fulton County News and WFUL at a
dinner held at Smith's Rose Room Wednesday night.
The dinner was held in appreciation for his long service as an outstanding citizen, and a prominent member
of his profession.
Senator Earle C. Clements, United States Senator from
Kentucky presented the doctor with a gold loving cup
as a memento of the occasion.
Here to pay tribute to the doctor was Dr. Gant Gaither, president of the Kentucky State Medical Society. Dr.
Eddie Crocker, president of the Fulton-Hickman Counties Medical Society also appeared on the program.
Based on the TV program, "Thia is Your Life" several local and out-of-town persons appeared on the program. They were Ernest Brady, his long-time friend;
his brother, W. W. Jones of Martin; his daughter, Mrs.
Allen Jones; his grand-daughter Miss Shirley Maxwell
of Gailon. Ohio; his associate, Dr. Gene Poe; a college
mate, Dr. George Biggs of Palmersville.
His sisters Mrs. Z. R. Shanklin of Dresden, Mrs. J. T.
Brundige of Latham and Mrs. A. C. Butts of Fulton.
Paul Westpheling, News publisher, was master of
ceremonies. Mayors Bill Bropning and Milton Counce,
made addresses of welcome.
The narrative story of Dr. Jones' was read by Mrs.
Westpheling, News editor.
West Kentucky and Tennessee.
The story of Dr Jones is the
In relating the story of
story of a person who basically Dr. Jones'
life, Mrs. Westpheldoes not qualify for the title of ing
said'
"Citizen of the Year of 1955."
"Let's turn back the pages of
qualifies as the "Citizen of
Fulgham FFA Members,1 He
time. Let's go back nearly threeMore than a Half Century."
quarters of a century. Let's go
Zlect New Officers
Actually the dinner deviated out near the Mt. Moriah cornFulgham
The
Chapter
of somewhat from the concept on cunity on a lovely Spring day
Future Farmers ot America which the Citizen of the Year in the year 1887.
met at Fulghani, March 8, 1958, award is made. It was not truly
"The country-side looked
'sr the regular monthly meet- an award given to Dr. Jones. especially lovely.
The trees were
ing. The
graduating Seniors There could be no award that in bloom, the
tobacco plants
advisor.
Wayne
Hurd, money could buy to estimate were just showing
and
great signs
made up the nominating com- the value of his contributions to of being
filter-tip cigarettes
mittee for the election of new
officers
follows:
The offIN'
President, Bobby Scott; Vice
President,
Kent
Hickerson;
secretary, Jerry Stewart. treasurer, Johnny Simmons; reporter, James Vaughn; sentinel,
Norris Bugg
Refreshments were enjoyed
by everyone
Tennessee Finals
Mrs. Curlin Was
Reporter—James Vaughn
To Be Played
Well

Dr. Jones

and there was a horse and buggy hitched outside the comfortable farm house of a prominent
Tennessee family.
"The horse and buggy hitehed
outside that farm house op May
11, 1887 was a significant occassion for the .bouncing baby
that was wailing inside was to
know many a long and hard
and happy association with that
horse and buggy on sad missions and happy ones.
"For nearly fifty years, from
horse and buggy to jet planes,
from broken down shanties to
modern mansions, for peanuts
and pride in his work this person worked 'quietly, religiously,
honestly, and unobtrusively. So,
before I attempt to tell you how
sincerely he has done all things
well,
want you to know why
we feel that this dinner is not
an award dinner, but a dinner
in humble appreciation for a
truly, great peson.
"I think you will agree with
me if we called this an appreciation dinner. Tonight is a time
when all of us who are here,
and all of those who are not
here, will want to pay som-s
little token of esteem and respect and gratitude to a person
whom I shall say is an elder
statesman.
"The Citizen of the Year" tonight has rarely made the headlines.
"If I were to speak in ver-

The healing influence of the
Christ in. present experience
will be the theme of a Christian
Science lecture to be gnen here
March 22, 1958 by Ralph E.
Wagers, Chicago, in.
Mr Wagers has lectured-ewe
The entire program at
tensively in this country as well
Smith's Cafe on Wednesday
in many foreign countries.
will be broadcast on WFULWFUL To Broadcast
He will speak locally at the inFM at six o'clock today
vitation of Christian Science
Minutes
90
Of
(Thursday evening) WFULSociety in the Chinch edifice,
FM is 104.9 on your dial.
Gospel Hymns
211 earr Street. Fulton. at 8
••••• OOOOO
p. . m. His subject will be
The regular monthly (third
nacular of the newspaper busi
"Christian Science. The Dawn,
Sunday) Ken-Tenn. Senior and
ness, I would say that this per
of A New Day." The lecture is;
Junior Singing Convention will
soon is what we call the back
open to the public without I
be held in Fulton Sunday afground of a story.
charge
ternoon. March 18, beginning
"So, is this person the backFor the past thirty years Mr.
at 1 .30 in the Library Buildground of the story of Fulton.
Wagers has been actively ening. The public is invited to
"This person is the human begaited in the public practice -of
attend this outstanding proing that writers have in mind
Christian Science. Prior to that
gram
Remember that
date,
when they say "the grass roots."
he was in the lumber business
March 18 So make plans now
Indeed this person has helped
Known Lady
in Wisconsin. He became an
S F. iff)11v. Mice Manager 1 to Come early and get a good
to plant the firm roots of an
authorized teacher of Christian kir Fulton County ASC, re- •seat.
This Saturday
Int
Music
Circles
honorable profession and by his
Science in 1940 and a member ported that the county ASC
HAPPY EIRTHDAf1
The South Fulton Athletic
Senior singers will include
Mrs. Elizabeth Scates Curtin, work he has nurtured that proof the Christian Science Board had received instructions for
Dresden
the premeasurement of 1956 the
Joyful
Happy Birthday: March 16: Association and the South Ful- 76, of Union City was buried in fession in a manner that has
Aires
of Lectureship in IOU.
earned for him a place in our
Quartette; Jolley Five Quar- Mrs. Moore Joyner, David Hol- ton Booster Club
cotton average
are seeking City Cemetery in Hickman SunThis service is optional with tette, Huntingdon. Tenn.; Hap- land, Thad Fagan; March 17: to raise funds to cover the cost day afternoon following serv- personal "Hall Of Fame."
"This is our Citizen of the
Five Quartette, Gleason, Mrs. S. E. Hancock, Bill Fen- of taking the South
the farmer and the total cost py
Fulton ices held at 3 p. m. at St. James
of this must be borne by the Tin.: Greenfield
Quartette, wick, Dorothy Parton, Gail Saw- basketball team to the finals Episcopal Church, Union City. year:
"That man is. . . .Dr. David
cotton farmer. The cost has Greenfield, Tenn.; Melody Five yer; March 18: Vyron P. Beard, of the Tennessee State basket- The Rev. B. Sidney Sanders.
Lonzo Jones!
been fixed at $8.0Q. minimum Quartette, Fulton, Ky.; Cooper Maragaret Ann Newton; March ball tournament in Nashville pastor, officiated.
"Now, you know the secret.
per farm. plus .25 per acre or Sister Duet, Dresden, Tenn.; 19:. Mrs. Beulah Neeley, Mrs. Saturday.
Mrs. Curlin was born Nov. 28,
Now we know that you agree
fraction thereof. above 5 acres. Harmony Duet, Clinton, Ky.: Sam Reed. Patsy Austin. Mac
1879,
the
daughter
of
Dr.
All
Wilthose
who are willing to
with the committee that the
The official request must be and two or three more groups Scates; March 20: Paula De- contribute
money toward this land Victoria Tams Scates. She time is now. . . .to give flowers
made on Form KY-SO-82. Any expected.
Myer. Gene Holloway. Fannie trip are invited to
was
married
to
Dr. Prather B. to the living.
leave their
Junior singers expected on Williams; March 21: Mrs Ward
farmer who thinks that he deFirst To Be In
contribution at the high school Curlin in 1905, a practicing phy"Dr. Jones, I believe that if
sires this service is requested the program are the Temple Johnson, Mrs. Foster Edwards, or at
sician.
in Hickman. Mrs. Curlin
Counce's Grocery, or at
'you had known this dinner was
Mayfield Church
to file application immediately, Four Quartette, Osktore Ky.; Lynn Newton.
the office of Burrow, Cannon lived in Hickman a few years in your honor you
would be far
so that the county office can Rural Maids Quartette, Crutchafter his death in 1918, but reand Burrow.
On March 19th
away from here tonight. But we
Ky.;
Melody
arrange for sufficient personnel field,
Makers
turned
to
Union
City
in
1926.
The
time
best
to
overcome
a
Two cars have been volunare glad that you are here and
Baptist Training Union reg- to take care of this work be- Quartette, Sedalia, Ky.; Har- bad temper is before it gains teered
A well-known musician, she
for the trip and one
(Continued on Page 4)
ional conventions will he held fore cotton planting time The monettes Quartette, Wingo, Ky.; control .
died
Saturday at 12:45 p. m. at
more is needed.
in four towns in western and final clue for filing is Friday, Billy Lancaster and his acObion
County Hospital where
cordian, Union
City, Tenn.;
central Kentucky March 19-23 Apri.).„13th
she had been a patient since
Echoettes, Happy Two, Golden
They
will
be as follows:
Dec. 16, 1955.
Tones, Nancy Brashers and her
southwestern region. First BapShe is survived by one daughTrio. Bradley Trio and others.
tist Church, Mavfield, March
ter, Mrs. John R. McLean of
If
you
cannot
attend
this
19:
western.
First
Baptist
Pueblo, Colo.; three sons, P. B.
; convention' you are invited to
Church. Henderson. March 20:
Curlin of Nashville, W. P. Curlin
be guests by having your radio
'central. Lawrence
Baptist
of Frankfort and Harry S. Curtuned to 1270 WFUL, as ninety
Cherch, March 22; southern,
lin of Mayfield; nine grandminutes will be broadcast
Scottsville Baptist
Church,
children and three great grandKentucky's State yarks are
March 23
,
It is an undisputed fact that bonafide in every' sense of the children.
rapidly being prepared for the
tottsase".
Sessions will 1-e at 1 and 7
ti* responsibilities of tomor- word. Parents do not have to be
host of people who will vsisit
Star Of Show Is
p. m., with supper at the
row's world, our Nation, and subscribers, nor even readers of
BOX SIMPER FRIDAY
them this year
Operations at
church at 6. Principal speaker
Daughter
Of
Star,
Community will rest upon the this newspaper to take advantthe parks have been stepped up
will be Dr. Rollin S Burhans,
A
box
supper
will be given because
shoulders of the ',children of age of this feature. Neither are
Marlene Dietrich
Louisville. James H. Whaley,
of the recent good
today. Since thi'S is true, the they obligated to purchase pic- Friday night at 7:30 at the Beel- fishing
Louisville, Secretary of Kenand indications that
erton
School by the Mt. Zion
publishers of this newspaper tures after they are taken.
unprecedented
An
treat
for
outing weather is "just around
tucky Baptist Training Union.
Presbyterian the
would like to give you a good Those who want some addition- Cu mberla nd
radio listeners in the Ken-Tenn.
corner".
will he in rharce
territory will be offered at 9:45
Cayce high School announce look at these futtire "World al prints may obtain a limited Church, Young Adult class.
Trecrest •••;11 renter in an- a. m. Friday on WFUL, when this six-week's
The
"big four parks" CumBuilders."
number by arrangement with
Honor Roll. It
eiyal eseeeetitiee between Bate Mary-Nelle Wright, newspaper is
berland Falls, Kentucky Lake,
as follows:
The only way we can do this the Studio representative when
tist, voi hs in
the restored columnist and radio commentat- Seventh
Kentucky Dam, and Lake Cumby publishing pictures of they select the pose they want
is
3osi;s's soso
,or.. drill
Teter_ or will interview Maria Riva,
berland are in full operation at
Wayne Dauglas. Sara Ann At- them in a feature series. To as- printed in the paper.
Nnes From Our
Rime drill ari,1 Votine famous TV star and the daugh- will, Betty Glenn, Fowler,
all times. Opening dates as anBetty sure the latest and best repro-, It is entirely up to them.
renrile's seeseers' fretss•omen} ter of ;larlene Dietrich, cele- McIntyre.
Boys In Tht
nounced for other parks are:
duction pictures. . . .they must The More Pictures, the Better
Winners e•in eomoa. env. state brated
ovie actress.
The Fulton
Eighth
Open all year - - Audubon
County News
all be of uniform size and
1,onosoa ,
1 the Ateellitl statewide
Mrs. Wright interviewed the
Wayne Jones. Jimmy Liliker, quality. . . .we have invited the simply wants pictures of all of
(Cabins - May 1), Constitution
pisete4
Teske, enneen- talented star in Memphis last Philip Mayfield, Bobby Shutt Woltz Studios of Des Moines, the youngsters and the more,
Square, Dewey Lake, Jefferson
f len as Moth end A Flantiisl week-end, when Miss Riva ap- Kenny Wade, Rebecca Bradley, Iowa,
a nationally known por- the better. So the Mothers and
Davis, My Old Kentucky Home,
reosee
Toeiteille. March 13 peared there in the Broadway Judy Wolberton.
trait studio to take these special Fathres of the community in
Pioneer Memorial, Dr. Thomas
threeeh 14.
stage play, "Tea and Sympathy." Ninth
which
this
paper
pictures for us.
circulates
Walker, William Whitley House,
Also teherbiled at the reeinnel The interview was tape-recorded
Pfc. Charles W. Trevatthan,
John Wayne Davie, Joe Dilremember
date,
the
and Old Mulky Meeting Rothe.
An expert children's photog- should
conventions ,e aeons% confer- at the studios of WHER, the all- lion, Ray Williamson.
of
ward
Virgil
Mrs.
Davis of
rapher for the Studios, with all Tuesday, March 27 at The FulOpen April 1 - - Blue Licks,
,.'es
702 College St., Fulton Ky., dewm-lenre with various girl radio station in Memphis. Tenth
the necessary equipment for ton County News office and
Cherokee, Levi Jackson, and
noes in the Trainina TInfon and
"Air-Wave Diary," conducted
Elaine Bellew, Donald Brown, this specialized work, will be not to fail to bring their child- parted the U. S. February 24
annual election of officers
with an 8,000 - man Marine Lincoln Homestead.
each Thursday morning at 9 45 Joyce Hardison.
here Tuesday. March 27th. Pic- ren to the photographer.
Open April 15 - - Pennyrile
amphibious force for manCorps
Regional
nresiaie• officers a. m. has been scheduled for Eleventh
mighty
glad,
You
atterwill
be
tures will be taken at The Zul(Restaurant - May 15).
"Ill he the Rev. J. H Currin of this week only. Many programs
Dan tWeatherspoon, Wanda ton County News office and wardsls if you did, and very, euvers in the Caribbean area.
Open May 1 - - - Carter Caves,
Mayfield. weithwestern region- at WFUL have been shifted this Jean Burns, Janice Downey. will be open from 10 a. m.
The training exercise, to be
to 5 very sorry if you do not permit
al en”vorttlfm! the rev. nigh- week in order to broadcast the Patricia Jones, Barbara Turner,
Natural
Roosevelt Columbus - Belmont,
your children to participate in conducted in the
p. m.
len p. Riehev of rarlinrton, complete series of the Ken- Jeanette Roper. Clara McMurry
this event. The kiddies will Roads - Vieques, Puerto Rico Bridge, Pine Mountain, and
Charge
to
No
Parents
tucky State Basketball Tourna- Twelfth
western: "rnirrnn ilirrlwbistel
have much fun and both Mother area, will emphasize the three Geineral Butler (Boat Dock Richard B Scearce. Barbara
There is no charge to the par- and Dad—and the youngsters, principles of combat in the A- April 15).
T.awronephortir central- and the ment Air Wave Diary will be
Item 'Nov Acree of Adairsville, heard again next week at the Bennett, Martha Jane Ferguson. ents. There are absolutely no too—will be very proud to see tomic age: speed, dispersion and
regular time on Thursday.
Roberta Holly, Nina Yates
strings to this invitation It is their pictures in print later.
flexibility
Buy Easter Seals
southern.

SENIORS, JUNIORS
TO TAKE PART IN
SINGING MEET

FUNDS SOUGHT TO MOTHER Of FORMER
TAKE SOUTH FULTON HIGHWAY OFFICIAL
TEAM TO NASHVILLE IS BURIED SUNDAY

As( oFFKE HAS
FORMS FOR 1956
COTTON ACREAGES

BAPTIST TRAINING
UNIONS PLANNED
FOR WEST KENTUCKY

_
MRS. WRIGHT TO
INTERVIEW TII
ACTRESS ON WFUL

DIRECTOR GIVES
OPENING DATES
FOR STATE PARKS

Fulton News To Photograph
Local Children .... For Free

CAYCE HIGH
SCHOOL NEWS

SERVICE

MC

"Like Trading Nashua For A Colt"
Last week's announcement by former Congressman Joe B. Bates that
he would oppose Senator Earl C.
Clements in this year's primary election was probably one of the best
pieces of news Kentucky's senior senator has received since the 1955 gubernatorial primary.
Outside of his district, Bates has
never been very well known in the
Common-wealth. He has long been a
bitter foe of Senator Clements. He
strongly supported Gdvernor Chandler in last year's bitter primary.
News had already leaked out—although later denied—that Governor
Chandler's political advisory committee advised Bates not to oppose Senator Clements. Evidently this committee, which is made up of politically
astute friends of the Governor, realized that Bates did not stand a chance
of unseating Senator Clements.
We think Senator Clements has served his state well during his terms as
a Congressman, Governor and Senator.
But it is also a fact we have never

Mississippi Editor Outlines Integration Views
The real question about integration
is not the association of the races in
schools or otherwise—it is whether
the people of the states have the right
under the protection of the Constitution, to govern their own affairs.
This makes the question just as important to New England and the Pacific Coast as it does to the South. Can
states decide for themselves case, if
the people of Iowa want integration,
that should be all right; if the people
of Virginia do not want integration,
that, also, should be all right.
The underlying question, therefore,
is what is the Constitution? Is it whatever the justices of the Supreme Court
say it is? Or is it what it was when
the states first ratified it in the belief that it reserved to them some local rights?
If the Constitution is whatever the
judges say it is, then we have rule
by men instead of rule by law. This,
of course, was the case in the integration decree. The -members of the Supreme Court threw aside judicial precedent and based their decision on
sociological and psychological textbooks, thereby betraying the safeguards set up by the founding fathers.
The men who established our government recognized this danger. To
guard the states against this usurpation of their powers, they subscribed
to the doctrine of interposition. Under
this doctrine, whenever a state perceived a "deliberate, palpable and
dangerous encroachment upon reserved powers, deeply and essentially affecting its interests," the people had
the right to interpose the sovereignty
of their state in whatever manner
seemed required by the circumstances.
All the states should subscribe to
this doctrine, for otherwise they have
no protection against encroachment
by the Federal government upon their
reserved powers. Since the states reserved to themselves all powers not
delegated to the Federal government,
it must follow that -only the states—
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Several hundred farm record
books have been distributed to
fern families ik.Graves county

How Christian
Srienee fleas
"TURNING DEFEAT
INTO VICTORY"

Very sincerely yours W1FUL (1311 Ka) 84Iaday 141 a..144
Everett Case, Jr.

441111101.
"Must you start talking about it before

Christian Science
The idolatry of relying ori
material rather than spiritual
will
be stressed
power
at
Christian Science services this
Sunday.
Keynoting the Lesson-Sermsn
entited "Matter" is the Gott,,,,
Text from Isaiah (42:8) "I am
the Lord: that is my names asd
my glory will I not give to
another, neither my praise to
graven images."
The following is among the
passages to be rend from the
Bible (Isaiah (44:9): 'They that
make a graven image are all .of
them vanity; and their delectable things shall -not profit; and
they are their own witnesses:
they see not, nor know; that
they may be ashamed "
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TIONIN BACK TUE CLOCK

LETTERS TO I
THE EDITOR

Paducah, Kentucky
Dear Sir,
Yesterday we received a

phone call from

Practice Youi Faith!

Post Office Box 485

by McFeethirs

not the Supreme Court—can decide
in the final analysis what undesignatFROM THE FILES:
ed powers the Federal government
actually holds.
They must do this under the framework provided in the Constitution, but
this they have the right to do. In other
words, the Constitution cannot be amended by the Supreme Court. It
tucky, and Tennessee and MisMARCH 21, 1931
must be amended by constitutional
Illinois Central discontinues souri are still on the lookout for
process.
local passenger trains 133 ard the pair, who were last seen at
Day in and day out, over the years,
110 now operating between Ful- Hickman in a sedan stolen from
the Dillon home.
the people of the United States have
ton and Memphis This will be
Late reports say the stolen
effective Sunday, March 22.
been pretty well able to depend upon
car was found in St Louis. Sevthe judgments of the Supreme Court,
eral suspects have been arrestMiss LaNette Nelson hits been
but this was because its decisions were
awarded the honor of being ed.
generally rendered on long establishNaledictorian of the senior class
A tecord
McConnell, Tenn
ed constructions of the Constitution
of the Cayce High School, L A.
and legal precedent. When these are
Rains, principal, has announced. session of the McConnell Truck
Miss Mary Miiton Wade has Growers club reassembled here
as in the case of the integratoday, at which time a constibeen made salutatorian.
tion decree, it is the right of the stattution was adopted and there
es not in agreement to bring into play
board of governors
are.get- was a
Crutchfield
girls
The
the doctrine of interposition. The statelected.
teams
demonstration
their
ting
Those named to places on the
es doing so have reason on their side,
ready for Achievement Day board were: H. D. Scott, R H.
and if the people generally would forwhich will be held in May.
and C. S. Earp.
get the emotionalism of the agitators
and Ruth rose, Bill Jolley
Rachel Easley
At an executive session of the
of both sides for a moment, they
Cherry will demonstrate some board held openly and along
sewing process.
would realize this is so.
with the general meeting H. D
The club girls will make but- Scott was elected chairman, and
It is to be believed that support of
Friday
at
their
holes
next
ton
the doctrine of interposition in this
Frank Sellars, reeretary.
meeting. Mayme Wright is the
particular instance will grow in the --Weal
leader.
The Cayce Homemakers club
days ahead, thatit will gain increasmet with Mrs. Birdie Pawitt on
ing favor not only in the South but
Trace of the two negroes who March II Ten members were
among other states as well. If it does
terrorized and robbed the fam- present and two new members,
not, then we do not have the kind of
ily of Pink Dillon. firmer, three Mrs. Grant DeMyer of Fulton
government we have always thought
miles of Fulton midnight Wed- and Mrs. John Varden. and ,,re
we had.
nesday of last week and who visitor. Mrs. Buford Campb, 11
previously attacked two
The lesson was on •'Back
had
The people of the Southern states
women at* the home of Sam Saving Kitchen" which was
are within botinds in their unwillingvery interesting The next meetHowell, living in suburb of
ness to accept the integration without
Fulton, had been lost, but Sher- ing will be held nn March 8 at
protest, for to have done so would
iff Johnson and officers in Ken- the school building.
have been a betrayal of their whole
philosophy of government.
serves as
District
Corps
They had just as well say. "SociielHeadquarters for all communitism, or communism, is inevitable,
ies in western Ky. Wherever
there is a need within our juriswhether we like it or not; we had
diction and where the need fits
just as well accept it." This is the doin within the scope of our pronothing doctrine, and as Abraham
the Paducah
gram services,
Lincoln pointed out, "To sin by silence
Headquarters renders aid. ConWhen they should protest, makes cowMarch 3, 1956 sequently we feel justified in solards of men."
iciting these communities to
Capt. Everett Case, Jr.
- - Clarksdale (Miss.) Press-Register
help pay the cost of such serSalvation Army Headquarters

SERMONETTE OF TIlE WEEK

By Rev. John J. O'Brien
University of Notre Dame
THE VAST MAJORii v of the
American people believe in God and
in His Son, Jesus Christ. But too many
of us forget that we can kill faith by
failing to practice it.
We often hear people say, "Oh
yes, I believe in God all right, but I
don't feel much need of going to
church. I don't need any organized
religion. Besides, we are so small
compared to God. What can He want
with our prayers and devotions?"
BUT GOD DOES want our worship and love. It is as simple as that.
God is our Father. AsiJesus told us,
we mean so much to God that He
counts the very hairs of our head.
Have you ever seen a father who
didn't want the love of his children
and didn't want them to show it?
Suppose a father comes home
after a hard day's work at the plant
or office. His three little children are
standing inside the door as he comes

STRICTLY BUSINESS

completely agreed with anyone.
During the past two or tthree years
Senator Clements has worked on the
heretofore dormant Green River Valley development issue and it is now
placed in a position that definite results may be shown within the next
few years. Why should the Green River Valley development interest us?
Because it is nearby, and any development made there—particularly industrial—will overflow into our provinces.
Senator Clements has also sparked
several other issues important to us
and the state. And as assistant majority leader he holds one of the most
important positions in the United States Senate. We_could ill afford to lose
such a man.
And to quote the Union County Advocate: "To take Clements out of the
Senate and put Bates in would be like
trading Nashua for a yearling colt.
Kentuckians are not in the habit of
making such arrangements, even in
politics."
- - Dawson Springs Progress

cerand county and I feel quite
the
making
parties
the
that
tain
call to you were not aware of
available.
ths types of services
I might add that we hope to
expand our program of services
with local Salvation Army representation in the near future.
This will be known as a Rural
Service Unit Committee made
up of business and professional people who will be called upon to form the Committee. The
Paducah office will supervise
an annual campaign for funds
part of which will remain in
Fulton to be spent for local
Family Welfare needs and balance of - which will • rettieti to
the Paducah Corps to finance
the above mentioned services.
You have our permission to
publish all or any part of tiffs
letter, and if you do so I would
appreciate receiving a copy of
the article.
Let me lake the opportunity
to sincerely thank you for the
splendid cooperation and help
that you have given us in the
past. With warm personal regards I remain.

in. He holds out his arms for them
to come to him, but instead they turn
and run away. Suppose they do the
same thing day after day, week after
week. I think I know what you would
want to do to those children, ungrateful and cruel as they would be.
NOW, YOU MAY not like to
think of yourselves as children. But
nevertheless, you owe God for everything you have. Just as any father
seeks the love of his children, so God
wants,our love and homage. And we
depend on Him more than any children ever depended on their hardworking fathers.
But how do we worship God? It
must bv through prayer and externalworship, because these things come
naturally to us—and God made us
the way we are!
GOD GAVE us a body and a
soul; He wants us to use both in giving Him worship. He wants unspoken
thoughts of praise and adoration to
rise up within us. lie wants us to
shut ourselves off from men at times
and think of nothing but Him and
our dependence on Him.
But God also wants us to
gather together in public to pray, to
open our mouths—the mouths He
gave us—and use them to praise
Him in word and song. He wants us
to use the materials of His creation,
which he has put at our command,
to give him honor.
SO OFTEN we hear people say,
"I don't need religion. I'll worship
my God in my own way." They may
mean what they say. but I wonder
how often they follow up their boast.

telean individual

here, made on behalf of a group
of Fulton business people, to
which we could provide no
specific answer.
The answer should come from
your office, and in so writing,
us you can perform a valuable
service for the cause of the
worthwhile Salvation Army by
a little elaboration on the subject, if you wish.
The question asked us was
this:
"The Salvation Army solitors make frequent rounds
of the Fulton business and
offices soliciting ( u n
Where does this money go;
does any of it come hack
Salvation Army
through
channels to aid anyone in or
around Fulton?"
You may rest assured that
my contacts with the Salvation
Army at various points in the
nation have been most pleasant,
and I have a great respect for
the good works of your organisation. However, I could not
provide a specific reply to this
specific question, nor, apparently, could the local representative when asked. In fairness
to your Corps I believe you
should have an opportunity to
reply directly.
Very Truly Yours,
Paul Westpheling, Jr.
Publisher
The Salvation Army
Paducah, Ky.
Dear Mr Westplieling:
I'm happy to reply to your
letter lilted March 3, 1956 in
which you Call nttention to the
fact that some party representing a group of Fulton business
people called to ask what the
Salvation Army did with funds
solicited in Fulton.
In the first place the Paducah

vices.
The types of services offered to these communities such
as Fulton can be enumerated
as fellows'
(1.) The Paducah Corps is the
point of contact through which
all the Salvation Army Units
throughout the State of Ky.
may be reached in connection
with any and all types of social
service.
(2.) The Paducah Headquarters provides for emergency
needs in any community. In
case of fire, flood or any unusual disaster of major proportion, The Salvation Army is
equipped to mobilize immediatly emergency services.
(3.) The Paducah Commanding Officer is available to Fulton for lectures, club meetings,
Church services, and any type
of public speaking to promote
good will in the field of Public
Relations.
(4.) Any unwed Mother from
the Fulton area can be referred
to us and she will be admitted
free of charge to our Home
and Hospital located in Louisville, where she will receive expert prenatal and postnatal care
as well as a program of Spiritual rehabilitation. This item
alone usually costs the Salvation
Army in the neighborhood of
$400 per girl.
(5.) We Have Transient Lodge facilities for both men and
women. This program extends
throughout Western Ky., and it
will interest you to know that
residents benefited
11 Fulton
from our transient care in Paducah in 1955. Some of these
people stayed with us as long
as 3 days. We gave them their
meals, clothing and shoes (if
gasoline or busneeded) and
fares when needed.
You can see from the above
that the money solicited from
Fulton directly benefits the city
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if I know why
she shortens
my life...
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'
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She strings me up like this every week,
At this rate, I just can't last' Sometimes
I get caught in the rain . . why, it takes
all the starch out of me' Once the wind
blew me all over the %.ird
. I could
hardly hang together at the seams I know
I can't stand much more of this . . and
I'm not talking through my sleeve!

Clothes last longer
under the gentle care
of an

clothes dryer
ins,cie an electr
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gently cireulatea
through your clothes,
drying them gently to
a fluffy softness. Fabrics last longer under
tha care . . and colors stay brighter, tool
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SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKING
by Marie Holland
Home Demonstrator Kentucky Utilities
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News
From
The

Naturally, you'll want to keep' cloth saturated with household
your range sparkling clean for ammonia, be placed over the
better looks and better cooking spot. Allow to remain for, an
results. So here are some more hour or until deposits are
softened and can be removed
helpful thoughts.
We're glad to know "Becky"
Wipe up spots as soon as pos- with a damp cloth or with fine
sible. For more thorough clean- steel wool. If steel wool is neces- McKnight is well and able to
sary.
use
only
grade
a very fine
ing, allow porcelain to cool and
go back to school again. Becky
wipe with a damp, soapy cloth. so as not to scratch or ma: poi.home
Rinse and dry well. Avoid using celamoven liner. After scouring,, _has• been convalescing at
gritty soaps or acids or. harsh wipe oven thoroughly and make with the measles.
sure that every particle of steel
was
the
Campbell
Helen
abrasives of any kind.
wool has been removed.
honoree of a "Going Away" banHave some good electricians
Our washer is another appli- quet Friday evening at the Dercheck the range to see that it is
ance that is very important to by Cafe. Helen is moving to
level, that the wiring is in good
know how to have the proper Dyersburg to join her husband,
conclithon, and that all concare. Drain immediately, after who has taken a position with
nections are tight as any loose
each washing is done. Remove the Lance Co. The girls in our
connection will cause heating agitator and
rinse clean and dry office presented Helen with a
and possible damage to the ranwith a soft cloth. Be sure to re- skirt and blouse of summer atge
pressure on the wringer
Marion
Keep pans under the units when not in use. Wipe roller dry tire. Those present were
Mary Anderson, Lucille
Oliver,
or
wire
brush
not
use
clean. Do
to protect rollers. Connecting
Hastings, June
sharp instruments to clean open cord should be wiped dry and Burton, Lilah
McKinney, Nahom a Mooney.
type wire surface units. Try to carefully wound up. If washer ham. Helen Allen, Helen Wilprevent foods from boiling over is stored in a cold place do not
liams, W a rad a McClanahan,
on surface units, especially open start until washer has been in Hazel Clark, Tommie Nelle
type units. Do not use oven to warm place an hour, or until Gates. Joan McKinney. Frances
help heat your kitchen in cold tub has ben filled with hot
Roberts, Adolphus Latta, Bobbie
weatner as long use. at intense water and the grease has had
Brown. Anna Sizzle, Zearle
heat will damage the oven ther- time to warm up Keep waiher
Robe y, Carolyn Faulkner,
mostat When deposits are part- covered if stored in a dusty Frances
Cursey and Sara Ross.
icularly hard to remove from Place Check grease and oil in
suggested
that
a
the overt, it is
the washer every six months.
US(' plenty of hot water, but
dona fill above the water line
Do not overload the washer
with too many clothes
FUNERAL HOME
Homemakers will not receive
Incorporated
full benefits from there appliances if they do not take the
proper care of them
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"Warm-Floor" Comfori
In 4 to 6 Rooms
You haven't seen whet a ps
floor-furnace eon do, until you
see the new Coleman SUPER
PERFORNANCtlNew power;
new fuel-saving features. And
— an amazingly low pries.
Visit us today!
Up To 3 Years To Pays Terms
As Easy As $1.25 Pr Woe&

GRAHAM
FURNITURE CO
Walnut St
Phone 18
Fulton, Ky.

NET PROFIT
FOR PAST YEAR

PHONE
Three Reddest Lisaintall
Rmhahneri

We're proud of all the pretty
girls in our office. One of our
prettiest girls modeled in
"Fashion on Parade," Thursday
night. It was Marion Oliver.
Our office presented Carole
Humphreys with two sheets and
a George Washington (original)
bedspread.
Clara Nell Davis and Eunice
Sea t h shopped in Memphis
Friday.
Happy birthday to Eula Mulford, whose birthday was Saturday.
We hope Marion Oliver and
Virginia Forrest enjoy their
vacation this week.
,We wish Helen Campbell all
the luck in the world, and have
enjoyed _working with her.
See you next week,
Carma Jackson

New Bridge Recommended
Construction of a new $12 570,0030 six - lane bridge across
the Ohio River connecting Covington and Cincinnati was recommended to the State Highway Department by the consulting engineering firm of Hazlett
and Erdal.
The proposed span would be
located some 800 feet downstream from the existing.Chesapeake and Ohio River Bridge.
It would connect with the Covington Expressway at Ninth
Street, but exclude the Cincinnati approach. Engineers recommended the location as the
"most economical" and providing the most direct rotate for
the connection between the
expressways in both cities.
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*Plus Free Upkeep

SEE PARISIAN LAUNDRY

Roy Easter Seals

FOR FREE VELVA-SOFT• CONTEST ENTRY BLANKS
Heer'.1 ally.. do! On an official entry blank,
complete the following statement in 25 words
or less:"I'M GLAD MY LAUNDRY USES
VELVA-SOFT BECAUSE...".
It's easy! Only Velva-Soft softens, blues
and brightens. It makes whites whiter, colors brighter—makes towels twice as fluffy
and gives all washables a luxurious soft finish.
That's why we use Velva-Soft! So phone
of see us today. Ask for your free entry
blanks. They contain complete contest rules
and hints to help you win
•1111s give you $1,500 0010 covet all expenses -mote tams

203 PRIZES
WORTH OVER
$10,000
• alt•••.•16 Coke
TV 14111
•
KIM* Primassell
• 200 Dsirissyss
Ell•c•rks1
A ppliescssI

as swags motonst spied/ toe upkeep is 2 roam

REG.28.9 ETHYL 30.9
PIPELINE
No. 2 Highlands
No. 1 Lake St.
Phone 9161
Phone 9188
24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE — WE NEVER CLOSE

AS ADVERTISED in Life Magazine
Entry blanks available from call office and all
route men.

PARISIAN LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
PHONE 14

Fourth Street

Fulton, Ky.

It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!

Kentucky's 280 stat,, chartered hanks reported net profit after dividends last year of
14.759,226 10 compared with
$634441261 for the 284 - banks
under state charter at the end
of 1954, it was reported today
by State Banking Commissioner S Albert Phillips
The Banking
Commissioner
reported that current operating earnings of the banks totalled $39,711.495 31. while operating expenses were 523.361.955 90,
leaving a net figure of $16.349,539.41 Recoveries and profits of
$1.012.189 20 wer e reported
Losses. charge
offs and reserves of 53.178.362 31 were experienced, leaving a profit before income taxes of $14.183:30. Taxi-a-0o net income reduced
the latter total to a figure of
$7,975,179 25
Dividends declared on preferred stock totalled $3.215.953 15.

ns
GETAWAY!

R OTCTO MEADE
Summer camp for third year
Murray ROTC students will
be held this summer at Fort
George G Meade. Maryland, instead of Fort Campbell. Ky., according to orders received from
Second Army headquarters at
Fort Meade

7

Free Chick Day
1.•••••••••••111,...
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You

Jetaway features TWO fluid
couplings to give you twice
the smoothness! The second
coupling fills and spills with
jet-like speed to ease you into

Can
13•I
50
Irmo Baby Chicks
On

THURSDAY, MARCH 15TH
Ask Us For Details Nowl

ir1
I lat,t.t.t

SIIIIDNST OF THS SMOOTHNESS
IN THE SECOND COUPLING!

SOUTHERN SI ATES
fMON COOPERATIVE
South Platen

WI Central Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES (00PE,'.ikt )ErvIEE

,every driving range so quietly,
so smoothly the change is
alrhopt imperceptible. Just try
Oldsmobile's Jetaway ... it's
the greatest advance in automatic transminsions in 17 years!

0L.

SUPER el HOLIDAY COUPE

And how you get away! With the
flashing ''go- that hydra-Mate made
so famous, plus a new liquid smoothneap that's Jetaway's alone. Just try
Jetaway. Pour on the power! You'll
see the dramatic difference, when
Oldsmobile's revolutionary transmission, pairs with the Rocket T-1710
Engine ...9.25-to-I compression big!
Here's super action with power to
spare. What's more, in this Olds you
wing along in the solid assurance of
its sure-footed Safety-Ride Chaasie
... in the smart luxury of its fashionably tailored interior ... with the

S N/1

welcome ease of the new eat in modern
power featurest And. when it comes
to looks, Oldsmobile's Starfire styling
is in a class by itself with its original
side treatment and trend-setting
"Intagrille Bumper." This Olds can
be yours at a price that's amazingly
low. Stop in today and see!
•Sfenclord on Sri. Ninety-Eight: ephonoi et ••tro
too on oil &Nor soros
tOot•onoi et ...So cost, Safety Power Steorong wend
Se,. Nine, footol
trd

neos• OUP,' Glicalica IFIlitvezawre

E3

VISIT THE "ROCKET ROOM"... AT YOUR OLDSMOBILE DEALER'S!

KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY, 110 E. STATE LINE
PHONE 1005
OLDSPAOSILE BRINGS YOU TIN TIMILUNO "ACADEMY AWARD PRESENTATIONS" SHOW • Y/ID., MARCH 21 • ON NBC-TV AND RADIO
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ONLY 99c

GLADIOLI BULBS

NEW SPRING COTTON PRINU
3 YARDS sl
SOLID AND STRIPE CHAMBRAY 19c YD

4 FOR 29`
69` DOZEN

.1A,

WES-TENN DEPT. STORES, INC.

JUST RECEIVED I MORE ROSE BUSHES!
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JANE R055
PAN /IVRY
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Feat
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Just Received!

FACTORY SHIPMENT
Al A SAYING OF
AIMOST FIFTY PERCENT!

DAHLIA BULBS IMPORTED FROM
HOLLAND
5 lovely colors

Giant variety

25c EACH

UNION CITY REMNANT HOUSE

LINEN SUITS

[thick East of Davy Crockett Hotel

• New spring colors
• New spring styles
• Good thru summer
• Values $16.98, up
• Many all-wool suits, too !
NOW GOING AS LOW AS

Union City, Tennessee

SHOP NOW FOR YOUR EASTER NEEDS
available
Our Easter stocks are now displayed and
in complete selection; buy today and avoid later
disappointment.
YOU MAY LAY AWAY IF YOU WISH,
Easter Candies
Easter Eggs
ies
accessor
Easter Bpskets and
s
noveltie
and
Easter Toys

COMPLETE LINE Of PLASTIC DRAPES
A wide selection of styles, colors

98c

to

$198
FULTON

9.98

Mary Lane Faille
WOOLENS

Reg. $2.25 and $1.95

GOLD PRINT COTTON

Reg. 79c

$1.35
59c

PONGEE

Regular $1.09 and 9ftc

89c

ORGANDY

solid and print

59c

POLISHED & CREASE RESISTANT COTTON 49c
Magic torch and VaNYLON AND COTTON
, Hand washable.
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l
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dera in
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up
Reg. price
59c
DOTTED SWISS
SHEER CHAMBRAY

BALDRIDGES
5. 10 - 25 STORE

NOW 'GET READY FOR EASTER

59c

BATES, FULLER & DAN RIVER COTTONS in
69c
plaids, stripes, figures; Reg. $1.29 to 98c
A FEW PATTERNS AT

15c

DUSTERS
Fully lined .. . wrinkle resistant,
... shrink resistant ... water repellent
• Navy
• Black
• Spring pastels
• Elsewhere valued
to $19.98
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Cemetery under the direction of
McEvoy Funeral Home.
The Fulton News Thurs., March 15, 1956 Page 5
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according to a survey recently left unattended and one person
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Hardin
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College, as winter and you have to go
Of the 16 who drowned, five
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NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY
KIM NOVAK

UNION CITY, TENNESSEE

TWO SINGLE FALL MATCHES
MAIN EVENT
FOUR MAN TAG TEAM MATCH
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Herb Larsen
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Don Hatfield
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Senator Clements Says Farmers Need Help Now

15, 1956
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Diary of Doin's
—Around Fulton—
The News writes social happenings about you and
your friends.
"Beware the Ides of March!" (TODAY) is according
to the Roman ('alendar.) This was said as a warning of
impending and certain danger in those days and it goes
along in these days, too. Because we're ALL tired of
this uncertain weather. WHERE is SPRING? Your
Diarist is getting WEARY of putting covers over daffodils, hyacinths and a pyramid of strawberry vines. We
want the SPRING to come on! SO most of us try to find
a project to work on to pass the GRAY days of this
treacherous month - - - and as a result - - - your Diarist's
cup runneth over with an ever so interesting week-end in
If memory serves you - - - then you know
Memphis.
that six of "us gals" attended the Friday evening per
formance of "Tea and Sympathy" which was given at
Ellis Auditorium in Memphis. We could elaborate further on the merits of this superb performance, but to sum
it all up, we quote from a reveiw in Saturday morning's
Commercial Appeal. - - "the audience was so intent and
so interested - - - that one could have heard a program
MARY ANN BRADY is the bride-elect of Gene Adden
drop."
of Nokomis, Illinois, with the wedding date set fur March
The star of the play was turn to their home in Kansas 26th in Nokomis as part of a double-wedding. (See diary)
Maria Rive, who is the daughter of Marlene Dietrich. When
the play was over we went
backstage where we met other
newspaper and -radio people
who were as eager as we were
to meet this lovely lady When
she came out of her dressing
loom to meet us. we were
simply charmed with her gracious manner and her beauty.
(Inc of the reporters was Pat
McGee from the All-Girl Radio
Station WHER of Memphis, who
invited us out to the station at
the same time Saturday when
they were interviewing Miss
Riva—so that we might record
an interview for Fulton•s WFUL.
(Your Diarist would like to
a rite pages and pages about all
of those tine girls out at WHIR
- but space does not permit
Our thanks to Denise Howard,
Laurie Yeargain and all the
others.)
But to make a long story
short—we had a delightful inif
Maria—and
with
u.rview
you're tnterested-stuast in on
WFUL-1270 on your dial—at
945 Friday morning on the Air
Wave Diary, and you will hear
Maria Riva tell many interesting things shoot her eventful
life and aide) about her famous
mother's life. . (The Air Wave
Diary will be broadcast Friday
because the basketball games
will fill the regular schedule on
Thursday.
• —
Emma Strange and Mary Barham went down to see "Tea and
Mae
Sympathy" Friday
Weeks returned from Memphis
Sunday afternoon after a visit
with a "boarding school" friend.
Marie Wilson They also attended the play

Mr and Mrs. Herman Owens seventh one recently at the
of Route 4, are announcing the Fulton Hospital. She is Theresa
marriage of their daughter, Ann, the daughter or Ruth and
Oletha Bynum, of Paducah, to Mont Jones of Paducah and the
Stephen E. Smith of Paducah, granddaughter of Nona Atterson of Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Smith bury. Theresa Ann has been in
of Moscow, Kentucky.
the hospital for several days
The double-ring ceremony was and is under extra-special care
performed March 3, by the Rev. as her grandmother, Nona, is
Glenn Smith, pastor of the Tate a nurse down there—so Theresa
Street Baptist Church in Cor- decided she'd have all of the
nurses in the hospital come to
inth, Miss.
her party. She served them a
Mr. an Mrs. Albert Ray Walkwonderful birthday cake, which
er of Paducah attended the
Mr. W. 0. Shankle made for
couple.
her, and also ice cream. Julie
The bride chose for her wed- Jones, her cousin, was the only
ding a pink wool suit. Her acceS--youngster there but her dad
sories were black and she wore came down from Paducah for
a white orchid.
the occasion—so everyone was
Mrs. Walker wore a two - happy! Theresa Ann received
piece blue dress. Her accessories many lovely gifts. (Your Diarist
were navy and she wore a cor- hopes you'll soon be able to go
home, Theresa Ann.) . .
sage of pink roses.
Glenn Exurn, nine year old
The bride is emplolyed at
Pittsburgh Metallurgical Com- son of Dorothy and Thomas
pany in Calvert City, Kentucky
and the groom is employed at
Shawnee Steam Plant in Paducah.
After the wedding the couple
left for a short honeymoon.
They plan to make their home
in Paducah

City, Mo. William is with the
lu S. Post Office there . . .
Virginia and Sue Forrest and
their aunt, Mrs. C. P. Bruce,
left Monday morning for Florence. Ala. They will return via
Memphis for a visit with relaCpl and Mrs.
tives there. .
Leroy Hicks of Millington. Mr.
and Mrs B. B Ragan. Mrs C
H. Anderson and Miss Tessie
Anderson of Jackson and Miss
Virginia Forrest of Fulton were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs W. R. McKenzie on
Fairview Avenue. . . .Mr. and
Mrs. A. W. Mullins are visiting
their son, Melvis, and family in
Jacksonville, Fla. . . .

Lute of Zolk have been buzzing around for the past week.
Jo and Hugh Pigue had interesting
visitors, Virginia and
Sanford Wise of St. Louis, who
drove down and spent Saturday MARIA RIVA daughter of movie actress Marlene Dietand Sunday here Virginia is a rich, sips coffee with Diarist Mary Nelle Wright while
ccusin of Jo's. . . Mrs Allen
running over script of recorded interview last weekend
Austin has returned from a
Memphis. The recorded interview will be presented
in
most enjoyable visit to California. Lera Weatherspoon also over WFUL Friday morning at 9:45. (See diary).
went on the trip and remainad
drove down to Jackson, Tenn. held as its centerpiece a crystal
in Fngleieood. Calif., (a suburb
where Nancy appeared on the bowl filled with jonquils and
of Los Angeles) to make her
"Cousin Tuny" TV program. forsythia, flanked by crystal
home there with her son. Glenn Mrs.
Freeman, the candle holders with yellow tapHerman
Weatherspoon and wife, Kathformer Doris Branch of Fulton ers. A crystal punch bowl, fearyn. We remember that Glenn's
plays the part of the delightful tured a green ice float with
wife is the former Kathryn
has yellow, blossoms.
Tuny."
Nancy
"Cousin
The
City.
Brownslow of Union
many admirers in this section
lively
three
Weatherspoons have
The guest list included 52
of the country and is strictly a
youngsters, Glenda Kay, Glenn
friends and relatives of the
music
veteran
The
the
in
field.
David and Ricky. The ladies, -song she sang Saturday night honoree.
Lera and Mrs. Austin, had some was "Just Around the Corner"
real exciting times in that fab- and reports are that she was a
ulous state. Mrs. Austin was a
SENSATION. . .H o war d
contestant on "Beat the Record" Strange, manager of the Orpheradio show and she DID just um Theatre, attended a Malco
that — beat the record — and Theatre managers meeting at
walked away with top prises, a the Gayoso Hotel in Memph:s
10-piece cooking set, some salad Thursday and Friday
dressing and a white ORCHID! Tommy and Jane Strange arthe
rived in Fulton a Jew days ago
Eph and Lily Dawes are
happy ones these days because . . .Little Nancy Tress is mak- "for • a visit with his parents.
teleon
herself
for
name
Helen and Howard Strange and
Lily's son. William, and his wife, ing a
Mars', andlittle son. Michael, vision these days. Saturday af- her mother, Mrs Whayne Meadad,
and
cham of Dukedom. Howard reare visiting here They arrived ternoon, her mother
Sunday and will stay until this Maurine and Joe Trees, her ac- ceived 'his discharge from the
At.
p, Navy on March 2. They will reweek-end vdtsen they will re- companist, Montelle Trip
main in Fulton until he enrolls
at Memphis State. Jane plans
•••• DOTTY EASTER FASHIONS
to teach school as she formerly
taught at South Fultoon High
School. . . .Patsy Holder, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Holder
of Fulton, who is in nurses
training at the Baptist Hospital
in Memphis, spent last weekend 'in Pocahontas, Ark. visiting
Faye Yunkersville. While there,
she attended the Church of
Christ, where Br. W. E. Stovall
Is minister. We remember Bro!
Stovall as a former minister of
our local Church of Christ . .
Muriel Milam of Michigan i,
.visiting relatives in Fulton
.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harrison
and daughter Linda and Mr. and
•
The Fabrics—
Mrs. James R. Harrison of Har
din, Ky visited in the Harrison
° • I lorentine Faille
Black home last week
•
Ply Faille

,

Things are never dull at the
Southern Bell - - those folk have
lots of enjoyable gatherings.
Just recently, a large group of
Southern Bell men took their
families down to Reelfoot Lake
where they had a delicious
chicken, fish and COUNTRY
RAM dinner. The ones who attended were: Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Schmidt and dhildren, Sharon
and Ronnie, Mr. and Mrs. Harald Wiley and daughter, Donna,
Miss Margaret Pattie, a visitor
from Louisville, Ky., Mr and
Mrs. Paul Heltsley, Mr. and
Hurd Jr. and
Mrs. Harvey
daughter Rita, Mr. and Mrs.
Pete Byars and son, Bud, Mr.
and Mrs. Marshall Stallons and
dsughter Marsha Ann, Mr and
yrs. De'-le Shone and sons Todd
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Allen and
and Linda. of
children, Sid
Hickman.
Mary Blalock deviated from
the usual afternoon parties last
Wednesday and pave a 9 o'clock
breakfast at her home on Third
Street.
After the delicious breakfast
the group played bingo.
McAlister won
Mrs. Vernon
the bingo prize and Mrs. Ulmont Bruce won the door prize.
Guest' attending were Mrs.
Jean Clanton, Mrs. Tom Brown,
Mrs. Virginia Oliver, Mrs. Pauline Bell, Mrs. N. B. Forrest,
Mrs. Zelia May Hart. Mrs. Beatrice Holder, Mrs. Lillie Dawes,
Mrs. Mary Alice Barclay and
son, Jeff. Mrs. H. P. Allen, Mrs.
Ulmont Bruce, and Mrs Vernon McAliarr.
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•
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Mary Ann Brady daaghter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brady was
honored with a bridal tea and
miscellaneous shower Saturday
afternoon from 3 to 5 at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Brady, on Eddings Street.
Hostesses for the delightful
occasion were: Mrs. Brady, Mrs.
J R. Powell, Mrs. Charles Taylor and Mrs. Reginald Williamson.
Mary Ann is the bride - elect
of Gene Adden of Nokomis,.
Illinois. They will be mairied
on the 25th of March at the Lutheran Church in Nokomis. (The
ceremony will be a double
wedding as Gene's brother and
bride - elect will also marry at
this time
Mary
Ann chose a deep
champaign colored silk cotton
torso dress from her trousseau
for the party. She wore a yellow carnation corsage,- a gift,
from her hostesses.
Soft greens and yellows were
used for an effective color pcheme throughout the
Brady
home. The table was covered
with a lovely lace cloth which

KASNOW'S
448-50-52 Lake St.

IASNOW'S
THURSDAY — FRIDAY — SATURDAY
SPECIALS
BATH TOWELS
FIRST QUALITY
22 x 44
SOFT — THICK — ABSORBENT
7 COLORS TO CHOOSE

REGULAR 19c
TRUES — FRI — SAT

ony

2 FOR SI
80 SQUARE PRINTS

NEW SPRING PATTERNS
FAST COLORS
Regular 39c Yard
Thurs — Fri — Sat ONLY
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LIFT
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LADIES
DUSTERS
7.95 - 10.95

In our Birthday Department
—a little Miss celebrated her

•
• "EXCITINGLY
NEW!"
•
•
Rustling Faille
•
"DUSTER"
•

OLEY-A BLEND
TRAL SPIRITS.
IWIKFORT, KY.

Exum celebrated his birthday
with an Easter Egg Hunt which
was given at the Methodist
Church. Invited guests were
members of his Cub S&iiit
troop. Johnny Owen, Michael
Crider and Tommy Wade were
winners. Dorothy
prize
the
(Continued on page eight)
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Look this way:
with frosty pique trim

with a 'kith
LDS = — U

Dress for your dinner date
before breakfast - look
crisp, smooth, tailored,
date-worthy when he looks
at you. The secret? Famous
Palm Beach cloth that
holds its press, shrugs off
wrinkles. In sparkling new
colors, high-lighted with
white pique on dippingdown collar and smartly
arched pockets. Come in
and-see how it slims you
and fits you. In misses,
petites, half-sizes.

RPN A-ROUNp By

BESTPORM
Specially designed circular stitching gives you
a natural, youthful uplift... beautiful, sharply
defined separation. Tailored band bottom is
styled for easy comfort ... won't cut, bind
shift...stays just where you want it.

OP

In white broadcloth only. A cup 32-36; B cup
32-40; C cup. 32-42.

CLARICE SHOP
300 Main St

Fulton

KASNOWS
448-50-52 Lake Street

Fulton

a
national,, camp of its kind ever
to be held, will be attended this
summer by some 4,000 Senior
Girl Scouts from all over the
country:
As in the past, awards will be
given to individual girls who
amounts -of
sell outstanding
For selling 150 boxes,
cookies.
In the pet, the Girl Scout one week at Camp Bear Creek
Cookie Sale has been an "extra" will be given. Senior, internefor the Scouts, with the pro- diateS and fourth grade Brownfits going for some special pur- ies are eligible for this award
pose not otherwise covered in which is valued at 918.50. For
the budget. Last year, for ex- selling 75 boxes, a prize, of two
ample, proceeds from the cookie weeks at Day Camp is to be asale were used for enlarging 'warded, or $3.00 credit toward
and improving facilities at the regular camp fee may be chosen.
council's summer camp onKen- All girls are eligible. for this atucky Lake. A canoe and row ward. A girl may earn only one
boat were purchased, equip-- campership award, either the
ment for a tent unit there and week at Bear Creek or the day
small equipment for day. camp- camp prize, and they are individual prizes, not to be made
ing were added.
the amount
However, this year the cook- to troops selling
collectively.
ie sale is a necessity. Because
fund drives throughout the
Examiner Appointed
Council did not come up to budAppointment of Robert B.
get needs, the Board of Directors decided that tl* proceeds Evans, 31, as senior examiner
of the sale would have -to aug- for the Department of Insurment other funds in order to be ance was announced today by
able to carry out the Girt Scout Commissioner of Insurance Cad
program. All profits will go to Thurman.
bolster the budget of the en- - Since 1954, Evans has been
tire Scout program.
associated with a Louisville firm
In addition, $250.00 of the pro- of • Certified Public Accountfits will be used to send. four ants. He will be assigned to the
Senior Scouta, whose names central offices here but his
will be announced later, to the work will take him across the
national Senior Round - Up state to examine insurance comat Highland State Recreation panies to determine if they are
Area in Michigan. This first financially sound.
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GIRL SCOUT
COOKIE SALE
STARTS FRIDAY

et ready for Ea

it
t

Dm
ex as
"Pevuoi

With JIM PRYOR
Avicwityrel Agent, Maas Coeval Itudirsoll

With spring just around the
every
farmers
and
corder
where getting anxious to go to
the fields for work, let me suggest that -you get some work
out of your way before spring
time comes. You will not need
to delay field work, provided
you do these odd jobs while
the weather is unsettled..
Many times, have we had to
stop-and do something that we
could have other wise already
done. This time of the year we
could go alsead and have our
cotton seed treated and delinted
and be ready to -plant- _them
when time comes. We could
place our orders for fertilizer
needs and have it on hand
when time comes to use it. So
often, we have to stop our main
job and go for a load of fertilizer when we could have just
as easily had it on hand ready
to use when the need arose

with our...

VISITS WFUL FRIDAY: The nationally-famous Chuck
Wagon Gang Quartatte,•currently one of the top local
favorites with radio listeners, visited Station WFUL in
person Friday morning and did a special program .for
the station listeners throughout the mid-south area as
the guests of Jim Ferguson. (Ferguson offers an extensive library of Chuck Wagon Gang recordings daily
over his "Quartette Time" program each afternoon).
Above informal picture, taken in front of the station,
includes (1 to r): Eddie Carter, tenor; Anna Gordon,
alto; Ferguson; Rose Karnes, soprano; Roy Carter,
bass (manager); Howard Gordon, guitar.
for it.
It is also getting time to buy
such spring sown seeds that we
will need, the prices are now
fairly well settled on most items,
and my advice to you would be
to go ahead and place your or(hers for them. Be sure all farm
machinery that is be be repaired, has been placed in good
repair before the time comes
to use it. Have plow points
sharpened so you will not have
to rush when the time comes
for you to use them.
PARASITES - - CONTROL
NOW - SAVE MONEY LATER

,
trevelsozorb
'"Ns
iii

i

for 1h2 first time!
10c SALE OF FAMOUS NI-MAID NYLONS
BUY ONE $1 00
'PAIR FOR A

GET ANOTHER
PAIR FOR

oc

a perfect quality 60 gauge ... every
_Every pair
pair in one of the season's newest colors
515c a pair — that's what it amounts to. Sizes 81., to 11 in
medium and long lengths. Offer is limited, so shop early.
LIMIT: 2 PAIR PER CUSTOMER

MEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS
REG. 8 FOR 1.00!

8 FOR 55c
Full size handkerchiefs with handsome- woven borders in
assorted patterns. Good quality sturdy—cotton. Limit 8
per customer.

FIRST QUALITY REG 199
BIRDSEYE DIAPERS
157 DOZ
A full 27" x 27", strong quality birdseye woven cotton. Limit: 2 dozen per
customer.

SPECIAL! SNOW-WHITE
MUSLINPILLOWCASES
=25c-EA
Sturdy-quality muslin woven 131
threads per square inch. Full size
42" x 36".

SPECIAL! MEN'S
UNDERSHIRTS 'N SHORTS
Reg. 49c Each!
l•

3 FOR 1°°
UNDERSHORTS, in strong broadcloth with gripper fronts, elastic sides at waist. Large color selection.
Sizes 28 to 44.
swiss-ribbed,
UNDERSHIRTS, in
combed cotton. Generously cut for
comfortable fit Sizes 84 to 46.

standing required for memberin Delta Lambda Alpha.
ship
(Continued from page seven)
honorary
woman's
freshman
served delicious refreshments of fraternity. (We think you are
birthday cake and ice cream. The well on your way to success,
cake was made in the form of a Miss Carol)
"Living Circle."
Have mercy upon me, 0 Lord
Those attending were Johnny
I am weak; 0 Lord, heal
for
Owen, Michael Crider, Tommy
(Psalm 6, 2.1
Wade, Richard Fry, Jimmy me
The great Albraharn Lincoln
Yates, Ronnie Ilomra, Craig
Gholson, Jerry Elliott, Bobby spoke often of the many times
Juenget and the honoree, Glenn lie had falien to his knees becaiess---tbe—itud no place else to
Exum.
go. The realixi.tion of our hu-,
insufficiency
to man weakness and
CONGRATULATIONS!
is the first step toward God's
Carolyn Roberts, daughter of mercy and help — so freely
Martha and Pete Roberts, who grailted to heal us and.save us,
received her bid a few days ago through devout prayer and
to Alpha Sigma Alpha, social faith.
sorority at Murray State. . . .
and more congratulations . . .
Buy Easter Seals
because she has made the high

SPECIAL! GIRLS' NYLON
PANTIES
Compario:t 49c !
Pretty little style with sturdy elastic
legs. In white, pink, maize, coral,
turquoise. Size 2 to 14. Limit: 4 per
customer.

SPECIAL!MEN'S REG 199
SHORT-SLEEVE SPORT
'1"
SHIRTS Gingham plaids, Dan River plaids,
printed lawns, printed viscose linens!

JR. BOYS' REG 1.00
NYLON SPORT SHIRTS
55c
Perfect quality pucker nylon wrth
lined collar and double shoulder
yoke. In white pastels, or prints.
Sizes 2 to 6. Limit: 4 per customer.

LACK & WHITE STOR
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
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INtil'ItANCE AND REAL ESTATE
Phone 61, Fulton. RY•

129 Paschall St.

BEN]

WE HAVE A1.1. TYPES OF

Chandler
Governor
Wood Hannah. Sr Louisville,
to a four-year term on the
Board of Trustees of the University of Kentucky to replace
Thomas A. BalLantine, Louisville, whose term expired. Hannah has been oonnected with
the Securities business and also
with a motor company.
Paraguay is completely landlocked, as its chief port. Asuncion, is about 1,000 miles from
the sea.

flospit
doing

Pea

BURROW, CANNON and BURROW

APPOINTED

s
IA exit

laabilify-- Polio
At;!.)11;obile
Nla: Inv and Vtoikman's Compensation
Insurance

Ac

LONG-TERM FARM LOANS
AT LOW INTEREST RATES
Large selection of Real Estate at all Lines both
city and farm property We assist GI's in their
loans.
( ()I Chas. W Burro'.
(Ii true

'Tis said that gals need
These few .sunny days that beauty more than brains bewe have had this past week cause most men can see better
should remind you to treat your than they can think.
cattle for grubs in their backs
Money can now be saved by
taking a few Minutes to scuff
up the hair on their backs and
dust thoroughly with a Rotenone dust.
There are many thousands of
dollars lost annually by allowing these grubs or "-wolves— as
they are commonly known to
penetrate the backs of cattle
that go to slaughter. Little, do
we realize it hut the leather
industry alone is affected to th
tune of many dollars by such
neglect. The loss is placed, u
the farmers eventually. All losses such as these finally fall
back upon the producer .of livestock.

(h

r 'Cannon

M. N. Burrow

(:lend.i Bone,

Mephen%on

Seey.

306

HOG- LICE COSTS FARMER
Of all Parasites, the easiest to
control is the one which most
often can be found on hogs. The
cost of pe-initting these things
to go unnoticed is great and
will retard the growth and finish of _hogs that are being readied for market.
The treatment is simple and
inexpensive. - During the warm
days get your- hogs in a shed or
stable and with BHC, commonly known as Benzene Hexachloride and warm water, either
spray. or snrinkle all hogs
thoroughly. They can also be
sprinkled with a powder if you
prefer to do so. In only a matter of minutes, these lice will
die and the hogs will not only
be relieved, but your profits
will rise. It is also a good idea
to f spray the beds where they
sleet, wi:h tile same material.
Follow this treatment about
every ten days or two weeks and
hog lice will be under contras as
long as such a program Is in
force.
'It snvs -- 'Here lie the bones
of Anthony Moore. Discrirniaatory taxes kept him poor.' "

B. F. Goodrich

995

NEW TREADS

and your
recappable
tire

Get a fresh, new start on mileage.
Just pay for the tread. Drive on safe

95

tires and avoid Accidents.

B. F. Goodrich

SAFETYLINER

TUBELESS
This is

the same tire as comes on
new cars. Equip your car with
TUBELENS safety NOW. Patented
inner liner reduces bruise bkmouts
to safe s-s-slowouts.

daft.

and your recappable tire
Si,,'

7 IO-IS

26.95

SI/1.

28.95

PLUS
TAX'
and your recappable —tire

NOW TUBELESS tire safety at a
Size 760-13 Size 7.10-13
am kn. mac

20.95

22.95

B. F. Goodrich EXPRESS

TRUCK TIRE

HYBRIDS

1995
Pfister Hybrids are proving on
farms in this community that
they show remarkable profit to
those who grow them. The increased vigor and yield of five,
ten or even fifteen bushels per
acre—can earn from 9100 to
$1,000 for you this year. Don't
pass it up. Pfister Hybrids are
your best crop insurance too,
with the ability to thrive like
weeds when bad weather breaks
are "putting other corn under."
It's a good time now to place
your order for your 1956 'Pfister
Hybrid seed corn.

Burnette Tractor Co..
Fulton Phone 169
Austin & Austin
Seed Company
Phone 2601
Ky
Water Valley
Milling Company
Water Valley, Ky.

Pc ci
P
at
ON

7 60-15

95

B. F. Goodrich SAFETY-S

TUBELESS

Now re
Petersoi

PLUS
TAX
670-15

PL1 4 TAX

1

Nes

TRADE NOW as low as $1.00 DOWN

Charlie Scates Store
315 LINDELL
MARTIN, TENN.
PHONE 404

216 CHURCH STREET
FULTON, KY.
PHONE 389

4th St.

B.F.Goodrieh
FIRST IN

RUBBER — FIRST IN TUBELESS

mon; Bro. Bill Boyd, charge
to,
the candidate; Bro. James Holt, •
DUKEDOM RI- TWO • NEW HOPE NEWS
Mrs. George Elliott 0
CAYCE NEWS
dharge to the church; closing
Joyce Taylor • • Mrs. Elmer Walston
((lariee Bondurant)
prayer,
Bro.
Boyd.
Mrs Glen Clement underWe had several warm days
The Spring revival will begin
Mr and Mrs. Jim Eskew resent surgery at the Baptist
Mrs. Vada Bard and Miss
Hospital last Thursday She is the fourth Sunday in March at last week but it's cloudy and turned to their home last Sat- Hattie Hampton of Fulton
were
urday after spending 3 months last weekend visitors of Mr.
as well as could be ex- Pleasant View Bro. Bill Lowery cool now.
and
will be the visiting evangelist.
pected.
Mrs. Ruby Casey is feeling in Fort Myers, Fla.
Mrs. Alma Wall and Harold.
Mrs.
better,
Marvin
but is confined to her
Young and Miss
Little Susan Boetick spenj
Arlin Barber was a patient at
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Cruce and
Daisy Shelton tell us it was their bed yet. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Monday with
her aunt, Mrs. family received a mesdage ofl
the Fulton Hospital the first of pleasure
to be present at the Emerson visited her and Mr. Hazel Howell.
the week.
the death of Mrs. Cruce's broThe South Fulton Boys' and lunch at Welch School Tuesday Casey last Sunday afternoon.
Mr ana Mrs Denton Pittman ther in Los Angeles California
afternoo
n,
when
the
children
Mr.
and
in
went
both
Mrs
home %ictoriGirls'
Ephriam Neeley 'and daughter, Denees, visited last Thursday. The entire comMiss Casper's room enjoyed a were guests of
Mr and Mrs. T. Mr. and Mrs. Guy Latta and munity extended sympathy to
ous after playing the Welch
brief
diversio
n
C
from
House
their
one day last wee*.
teams Friday night.
son, Danny, Monday night.
•
_ them.
books. The occasion was
Mr. and Mrs Norman CritA large crowd attended the birthday of little Cheryl the
Mr
arid
Mrs.
Wallace
Mrs.
Octavia
Wall and Joe B.
Webb
Mc- tenden and girls were Saturday
,...lination service at Pleasant Collum. Her
mother, Mrs. Ross night guests of Mr. and Mrs. spent Friday in Memphis, Tenn. visited friends in Cayce ThursSunday The ministers McCollum, surprise
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips day. Joe B. has recently been
d them by Jones Glover and son of 'Mayi.,king part were as follows: bringing eats and
visited their son, James M. Phil- discharged from the army and
prizes
field.
for
James
Jones, opening each child in the room.
filo
lips, and Mrs. Phillips and they are making their home in
After
Bob Emerson of
prayei, Bro Mayo Mansfield, Cjheryl blew
Paducah, Ky. where Joe B. is
out • the nine his grandparents, Wingo visited children in Fulton on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs.
Bro
UeSt 1011S ,
George
W. candles on a big pink cake
employed at the Carbide plant.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Phillips
they
Roy Emerson over the weekArcher, Ordination prayer; Bro. sang. "Happy Birthday
Mrt.Mayme Saearce spent
and children visited Mr. and
," finish- end.
.eon Penick. Ordination ser- ed their eats and marched
Mrs. Roy Howell and son, last weekend i
Evansville,
to
Mr.
W. L. Rowland and Allie David, Thursday night.
their room in their usual orderly
Ind. with Mr. and Mrs. Joe A.
were
Sunday dinner guests of
manner, smiling and happy.
Mrs. J. W. Smitn and children Scearce.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Coltharp,
WS
Mesas
r:
Billy Morrison visited his Mr.
visited
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Smith
Mrs. J. B. Inman of Ridgley,
Sam arid Marilyn.
parents over the week-end. He
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm InJoyce Taylor spent Friday near Fulgham, Ky. Friday.
is employed in Memphis.
Mrs. Wayne vaugnn of Gran- man and Miss Myrtle Burnand Saturday night with the
ilam.i.
r
.IN01 end FARM
Smithmiers' of Mayfield, and ger. Ind visited her father, Mr. ette were Sunday guests of Mrs.
Daisie Bondurant and Clarice.
lieshimse
It is good to have the things attended the basketba
ll tourna- Walter Kimbro, and Mrs. Kimthat money can buy but it is ment at Murray
Mrs. Lou Bondurant and Contiro over the weekend.
also good to check up once in a
Mr. and Mrs Carl Hainline
Mrs. B. F. Ashley and Mrs. ielle were Sunday guests of
BENNETT ELECTRIC while and be sure we have the called on MT and Mrs Trernon Lucy Featherstene spent Satur- Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and Clathings that money cannot buy. Rickman and Mrs.
'HONE 11•1
FULTON
McNatt Sun- day night and Sunday with Mr. rice.
- - George Horace Lorimer day evening
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and
and Mrs. Jim Ashley.
Margaret
Mr and Mrs. Wallace Webb Clarice spent Wednesday afterCrawft)rd
visited
Shirley Glisson of Mayfield Fri- were Sunday dinner guests in noon with Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
day night.
the home of their daughter, Burnette.
Mrs. . Evaline Yates is not Mrs. Constance Young and son,
Several from here attended
Across From 'The
Lake Street Est 1 feeling much better. Some of Duane, of Union City, Tenn.
the ball tournament in Murray,
her visitors last week were Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Murchi- Ky. last week.
Coca-Cola Phust
AU Favorite Breads Tennie House, Mr and Mrs. son visited Mr and Mrs Guy
Miss Eva Johnson nas returnZel Singleton, Mesdames Edith Latta Saturday night.
ed home after several weeks
Yates and Evelyn Melton, Mr.
Visitors in our home last
and Mrs. Don Stark and Mr. and week were Mr and Mrs G. visit with Mr. and Mrs. Rob
Johnson.
Mrs Oliver Taylor
Golden of Balsam Lake, Wis.,
Mr. and Mrs. Authur Burns
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Petrovich of
Rockford. Ill., Miss Peggy Har- and Rev. Weber went to the
Baptist hospital at Memphis,
•BEELERTON NEWS per of Milburn, Ky., Mr. and Tenn.,
Thursda
were
Mr.
Mrs. Leon Wright• Mrs. Ben Moore of Crutchfield, Burns received ay,check
up.
Ky., Mrs. Pat Snow and Mrs.
Grace Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gadberry
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. UnderCALL US WHEN YOU
There will be a Youth Rally and son Freddie Ray attended
wood, Mr. and Mrs Gerald
Saturday evening at 7:30 p. m. a family reunion at his mother's,
Underwood, Mr and Mrs Wal- at
NEED TV SERVICE
the New Hope Baptist Mrs. Gadberry, at Clinton, Ky.
tus McMorries visaed Mr and
Church. Everyone is invited to
Authur Allen is able to be out
Mrs. Winfred McMorrie, Eu- attend
Perhaps a small adjustafter several weeks in Jones
gene and Glenda Sunday afterClinic in Fulton Ky.
ment is all that's needed
noon
Mrs. Dorothy Adams of ChicMr and Mrs Jim Walker
My voice shalt Thou hear in
to bring your set back to
ago is spending this week-end
visited in LaCenter Sunday.
clear, sharp focus, enjoyMn% Della McMorries spent the morning, 0 Lord; in the with her daughter, Miss Helen
last week with Mrs. Gladys morning I will direct my prayer
able viewing. het us
unto Thee.—(Psalm 5, 3.)
Fite
Each
morning that God /gearing Aid Batteries'
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Roberts
check your TV set today.
Complete Line
and Johnnie are visiting Mr. grants us is a new opportunity,
For all snakes of hearing aids')
new beginning, a new life, if we
and Mrs Gusta Rhodes.
Visit our Hearing Aid Depart
Mr and Mrs Willie Johnston choose to make it so. It should
"sent at your first mportunity
with prayer, thanking
visited Mr and Mrs Archie begin
Him, seeking His presence, His
Rushiston Friday afternoon.
CITY DRUG CO. (
306 MAIN STREET
There will be a talent pro- love, His will — and then we
FULTON
PHONE 307
gram Friday night. March 23, at will enter into the new day
NS Lake street
Phone UI
Beelerton School. with lots of strong. confident and blessed.
good talent from other towns
as well as local home talent. Al
West will be M. C. Come one,
THEY'LL Grow Bigger
come all'

• Pleasant View News

41oing
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Kay and Mr. and. _Mrs. A Simpson.
Miss Mary Ann Simpson and
Betty Lacey of Murray College
spent the weekend with their
parents Mr. and Mrs. A Simpson and Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Lacy.
A constantly swelling government is a sure sign of the moral
sickness of the people under it
because the people shrink.
— Charence Manion

I

PM FREE

JOIN OUR

"TINY BOND"
SAVING PLAN
-at No Cost to You!
Save While You spend At

CITY DRUG CO.
408 LAKE STREET

SIND Oil

aliV

F fatesasr-Beits
01 6

LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE

Bey Easter Seals

4)4
4"1
444
CONDI
TIONO
6 r

jut(*OW
CITY E:LECTRIC COMPANY
Commercial Ave

Phone 401

IT HAPPENED IN

ICENTUCCI

PARKING!

1111111111111111111111111,

ROPER TELEVISION

CLEANERS
"FOR A-1 CLEANING"

• HOCK SPRINGS

Nettle Lee C,opelea •

•ALL SIZES ON
HAND
•IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
•WHY WAIT —
ORDER TODAY

Long Distance
puts you In touch. Paster
BEN FRANKLIN got results fast when Is.
pulled lightning from the sky. And like
lightning, you con get results - or news from
loved ones—by long Distance.
Its easy to use, low In cost, personal.
Coll someone now?

•BEST GRADES
CITY COAL CO
TELEPHONE

AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

•

industry was doomed. The Orient could produce silk
much more cheaply.
In Kentucky's historic past, just as today, many of
our citizens have always enjoyed a glass of beer. The

brewing industry makes jobs for thousands of our
residents. The sale of beer under orderly conditions
is an important objective of the United States
Brewers Foundation. Our continuing educational
program helps beer retailers maintain their high
standards.
KENTUCKY DIVISION, U.S. BREWERS FOUNDATION
1523 Heyburn Building, Louisville, Kentucky

s'e‘"
;

We Feed

THEM You Pay

When Marketed
YES!. We will feed your
hogs from s irth and let
you pay the bill when you
market them
SEE US FOR THE DETAILS
4000
•
\
1

1770'•

„To7

Southern States Fulton Co-Op.
Oentral Avenue,

Call by Number — It's Twice As Fast
A
\47:41; SOUTHERN SELL TELEPHONE

grow silk. Soon,there was such widespread interest in

silk raising and spinning that a manufacturing plant
was established in Newport. While our State's silk
was beautiful and of excellent quality, this incipient

FEEDS

DEPUTY WARDEN NAMED
Lloyd Armstrong, 42, Marion,
was named as deputy warden
at Kentucky State Reformatory
at La Grange to replace Cecil
Thacker who had held the position for four years. Armstrong
was deputy warden at Kentucky
State Penitentiary in Eddyville
for several years, but resigned
last November and accepted a
post with the Kansas State Penitentiary.

51

mows SILK

Around Sousereet, residents discovered they could

faster on better

Mrs Lev I a C, no•r
s isited
Mrs. Nora Copeland Sunday
afternoon.
Conveniently located on East State Line
A large crowd attended the
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
sing•ng at the Crutchfield Baptist Church Sunday afternoon.
Now re-opened and under the management of "PETE"
Luther Veatch visited Joe
Peterson. You'll like our superior cleaning,—We'll ap- Snow Sunday afternoon.
Mr and Mrs. Cloyce Johnson
predate your business I
visited Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore
Copelen for awhile Tuesday
ht
PHONE 906
"PETE PETERSON, MGR. nikMrs.
Cloyce Johnson has employment at the garment factory at Hickman.
•
Mrs. Pearl Cooper and Mrs.
Wilbur visited Mr. and Mrs.
-Tell Mr. WashingtonHerman Elliott Thursday night.
Phillip Elliott spent Saturday
! expect results anti
night and Sunday with Elmoore
Copelen and family.
moment now-

•

1842—KENTUCKY

South Fulton

Phone 899

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY
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ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
RENT A NEW 'TYPEWRITER
or Adding Machine. Rental
applies on purchase. Harvey
Caldwell Co., Drive-In Office
Outfitters, Corner Walnut
Plain Streets Phone 674.
IMIATTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models. $129.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
_—
NOW YOU CAN Drive in Park
and Buy your office supplies
and equipment. Harvey Caldwell Co., Drive.ln Office Outfitters, New Location, corner
Walnut &
Streets.
Plain
Phone 174.
notsz TILABS0188, Also camping and fishing trailers. Terms
If desired. U-Haul-It trailers.
Modern Tourist Court, Union
City, Phone 866.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street.
WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes. Modern equipment, experienced workmen.
Write or call Watson Co.,
Phone 261. Fulton. Ky.

SURE INSURANCE
AT
LOW COST
—
WHY PAY MORE?

MO.

Wick Smith A2encv
456 Lake Street
—Phones 62 or I•60W—
••••Al

BUY AND SELL through United
Farm Agency. Get advertised
thru magazines, newspapers
and farm journals. Agent,
Robert Hampton, at Hickory,
Ky., Route One, on U. S. 45,
or call Folsomdale 8R3. Have
70 farms for sale at present
time around Mayfield, Ky.

I Across From The

Coca-Cola Plant

PLENTY FREE
iimiummossimes

Lake Street Ext
All Favorite Brands

PARKING!

RUPTURE
new invention now sold here. Free
Demonstration
SUTHERLAND'S • IMPROVED
TRUSS. ELIMINATES TORTUROUS BULBS,
BELTS & STRAPS—No side or hip pressure—The
latest Scientific answer for reducible hernia. Guaranteed never to break, rust or lose tension—No Elsatic—No Leather—No Odors.
Sold Exclusively In Fulton by us

1 WONDERFUL

CITY DRUG CO•

Phone 71-428
408 Lake Street

Get our prices and see our designs before you buy. All materials are made
of A-1 Marble and Granite. We own
can sell for less.

UNION CITY MARBLE & GRANITE CO.

BOX 150
uNION CITY, TENN.
PHONE 1086
Display yard in f ^nt of ('ou-thouse. Call or write us; — we
will he etad to
on yrei.
This i, The Only Mon :ment Co. in Union City
AIM

Long Terms-

Lily Pons, the Chicago Opera
Ballet, the Concertmen with Edmond Karlsrud, and two other
top-notch musical attractions—
these will compose the bill of
fare which the Paducah CornATKINS. HOL.MAN tn.unity
VISIT CAGLE'S
Concert Association will
be offering the -area's music
AND FIELDS
BAIT SHOP
lovers during the 1956-57 concert season.
Hi'way 94
Hickman, Ky.
—Insurance--Price of the tickets for the
Phone 2208 Friday Cagle
five concerts of the season will
be $4 for students, $7 for gen208 Main St.
Phone II 'eral admission, and $10 for reComplete line of Bait and
served. The tickets will be sold
Equipment
Monday through Saturday,
March 12-17. None will be available after March 17.
Open 7 days a week
Mrs. Fred Earhart will be in
USED
24 hour service
charge of the concert association's downtown office at 406
TELEVISION
Broadway. The telephone number there is is 24448.
Keep your eyes on
SETS
This is the first year of operation for the newly formed Parepresen
I
now
King
t
TeleOur 0 K.
vision Service of Union City. ducah Community. Concert AsLloyd Emery is presiWe have on hand several sociation.
Used Car Lot for
dent of the group. A kickoff
good used.
dinner for membership drive
workers
was
held
Monday
bargains.
17 and 21-INCH
night in the Paducah Tilghman
cafeteria.
EARLE and TAYLOR
TELEVISION SETS
Lila, Pons will be the first attraction of the season, making
her appearance in Paducah on
Thevrolet Company
Harold Threlkeld
October 8. The internationally
known star of the
an
PIANOS
Phone Fulton 1087-J-3 Opera Association isMetropolit
considered
by many the world's greatest
Used practice pianos from
coloratura soprano.
$50 up. Each piano is reRuth Page's Chicago Opera
conditioned and guaranteed. sfartin-Senour
Ballet is a group noted for its
beautiful
productions, lavish
costumes and handsome decor.
NEW PIANOS $299.95
•riot
The husband-and-wife team
& Er - mall
Call or visit
of
Marjorie
glallchief
and
George Skibine heads the comAND
SUPER
pany of 45 soloists, corps de
TIMM'S FURNITURE
KEM-TONE
ballet, and orchestra The group
it's
SUPER KEM-TONE is the Na- carries
own
complete
COMPANY
tion's choice-for washable in- scenery and costumes.
terior finishes. We have a comUnion City, Tenn.
plete stock for you; all colors,
all sizes.

LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE

our Quarries; We

FARM LOANS

-.---

-Easy Payments

Exchange F11111. Co.
207 Church St.
Phone 35

Motorola
T
No Money Dawn
24 Months to Pay

Black & White Store

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
in the local hospitals Wednesday morning.
Haws Memorial: J. R. Wooten,
Water Valley; J. F. Lucy, Rt. 2,
Mrs. Omer Smith, Rt 2, V. L.
Dunning, Rt. I. Fulton, Mrs. R.
L. Ellegood, J. D. Avery, Mrs.
Jack Jones and baby, and Mrs.
Mose McDaniel, all of Fulton.
Jones Hospital: Mrs. Johnny
Matheny, Water Valley; Shirley
Peeples, Mrs. L H. Kirby, Mrs.
A J. Gardner, Mrs. Millard Harpole, Mrs. M. E. Schmidt, Mrs.
Frank Allen, Mrs. James Lewis
Harris, Mrs. W. 0. Locke, Mrs.
Aston Adams and baby, all of
Fulton.
Fulton Hospital: Mary Holland, Hickman. Webb Brown.
Cleve Work, Dukedom. Mrs. B.
C. Gale, Pulaski, Ill.;__Theresa
Ann Jones, Paducah; Ed Staley,
Vvansville, Ind.; Luther Pickens,
Water Valley; Mrs. Odie Fields,
Crutchfield; Arlin Barbar, Martin;
Mary
Martin
Jerry
Ppeigtita, Mae Jolley, Mrs. R.
B. Watts, Rt. I. Kelly Reams,
Rt. 3. Mrs. W. B. Thompson, Rt.
4, B. B. Stevenson, Carey
Frields, Walter VoelPel, Mrs.
Mike Fry, Buen Yates, Rt. 3,
Mr% Chaxles Noles, and Mrs.
Lucian Browder, all of Fulton;
Mrs. Leonard Gutherie, Union
City, Tenn.

BEST
IN GOOD

RCA Victor ilsoodilner 21."MI-Clear"
Silverama picture tub -261 sq. Inches of
viewabla Odors' New "Hidden Passer
Tuning lets you dial standing upl New
Balanced Fidelity Sound. rbcoy
Choice of two high-style stands, optional,
oaks. Model 21T6082.

ROPER TV SERVICE
Pitons 307

They will perform here the
two original ballets, "The MerWidow" ulnd "Revenge,"
ry
(adapted- from "II Trovatore.")
By way of contrast, "Revenge" is full of melodrama
and dark vengeance. It is a
rare and welcome innovation, a
dance drama, set to the powerfill Verdi score.
The Concertmen comprise a
versatile group capable of presenting a variety of musical delights. They appear with Edmond Karlsrud, a veteran of
nine years on the concert

PFC. Ben E. Pickering
Has Been Assigned
To New Duty In Calif.
Marine Pfc. Ben E. Pickering,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Benard
Pickering of Rt. 1, Fulton, Ky.,
reported for duty at the Marine
Corps Cold Weather Training
Battalion, Bridgeport,
Calif.,
Feb. 22 and Irlis been assigned
duty with the Service Company
as a carpenter. He reported here
from Camp Pendleton, Calif.
Before entering the service in
1954, Pickering attended South
Fulton High School in Fulton.
Buy Easter Seals

AID TO COUNTY NEED I'
Naiad/ opsuktuta ul County
drew $22,374 through the State
Department of Economic Security in Felicuary which administers the public assistance
programs - it was announced today by Commissioner of Economic Security Vego E. Barnes.
Total old age assistance grants
for the month were $14.426;
while aid to dependent children grants in the county %ere
$7552.00 and needy blind giants
totalled $396 00.
Total outlay for public assirtcnce during the month was V.234,326 of which $1,949,210 went
for old age assistance; $1,191.296
for dependent children, and
$113,820 as the needy blind

stage.
Signs reading, "Letcher County
4 - H Clubs Welcome You," will
be placed by the County 4 - H
Club Council on five major
highways entering the county.

LOOK! SPECIAL

PURCHASE!

FACTORY-DAMAGED MEN'S DRESS
SHOES
Brand new; some little imperfection or

factory error
preventeit them from being shipped ads grIttie-A
shoes, but all are perfectly good for normal wear.
CHOOSE FROM THESE
FAMOUS MAKES:
• ROBLEE
• CITY CLUB
• PEDWIN
• RANDCRAFT
• DRESS or SPORT
• Values to $14.95

Super
Kern Tone
Wash It time and again! You
can't mar the matchless
beauty of this de luxe latex
wall paint.
Gorgeous colors. $589
Reedy to use. Easy
to spply. One gallon
does the average "
(
.
5 4
room at only...
14.19 Wel)
•

Exchange Furniture Co.
('h Urc h St
•

PRICES BEGIN AT

6.95

Just Received: a big, new stock of
MEN'S WORK SHOES.
COMPARE OUR PRICES

USED
FURNITURE
SEE

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
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FORRESTER'S

SHOE

204 Main Street

SHOP
Fulton, Ky.

HEAR
The Broadcast Of

Union City, Tenn.

FOR THE

306 Main Street

{TIGETS NOW ON SALE FOR PADUCAH
CONCERT SERIES. LILY PONS BOOKED

Fulton's
Citizen Of The Year
Presentation
To

Dr. David Lonzo Jones
Tape-recorded in its entirety for re-broadcast

TONIGHT (Thursday)
WFUL-FM
Beginning At 6:00 p.m.
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